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Createspace, United States, 2012. Paperback. Book Condition: New. 216 x 140 mm. Language:
English . Brand New Book. Wizard Vs. Nazi Warlock Vampires. It s a very different World War II. The
Nazis have unleashed occult forces throughout Europe and the Allies are forced to recruit and
employ wizards to counter their attacks. Among them is the battle weary spy, Isabella George, a
Gray Tower dropout trained in Alchemy. Longing for retirement and a life of peace, she accepts one
final job--extract a deadly warlock from Nazi occupied France and prevent him from unleashing an
alchemical weapon that will devour the continent. But France is crawling with the Cruenti, vampiric
warlocks who feed off other wizards. When things don t go according to plan, one Cruenti sets his
deadly eyes on her. Betrayal is everywhere. Even some of her closest allies cannot be fully trusted.
Worse still, she finds, she can t even trust herself. She becomes a woman torn between her
charismatic spy lover who offers her what she desires most, and one of her closest confidants,
whose soft seductive eyes hold deadly secrets about her past, and the Gray Tower itself. Plans within
plans. Plots versus counter plots....
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ReviewsReviews

A whole new electronic book with an all new perspective. It is one of the most incredible book we have read. Your way of life span will likely be convert when
you comprehensive reading this article book.
-- Spencer  Fa y-- Spencer  Fa y

Simply no words and phrases to clarify. It really is full of knowledge and wisdom You wont feel monotony at at any moment of the time (that's what
catalogs are for relating to when you question me).
-- Pa olo Spinka-- Pa olo Spinka
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